hi I'm NASA Kennedy's Chris Cameron I'm

taking you inside KSC zinnia plants

return to Earth from the International

Space Station that may work carefully

unpack inside the veg 01 lab in the

space station processing facility on jun

21st scientists remove the seeds from

the station plants as well as the seeds

from the ground control experiment

germination tests will be performed to

see if any of the seeds could be used

for future plant growth experiments

aboard the space station the fourth set

of work platforms for NASA's Space
Launch System rocket we're installed on the north and south sides of high bay.

Three in the Vehicle Assembly Building this week the G level platforms are one of 10 total levels of work platforms that will surround the SLS rocket and Orion spacecraft the platform's will provide access for testing and processing is NASA prepares for the first integrated launch of the rocket and spacecraft and the journey to Mars and don't forget spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC you